Description

1. Reformatted the entire index page
   - Added a capable multi-page linking system
   - Implemented a working header with bootstrap
   - Linked all pages with header
   - Made approx. 1,000,000 divs to accommodate for Redmine
   - Changed some color schemes
   - Added a BUNCH of JS and other fancy related things
   - Learned a lot more about HTML, CSS, and JS (thanks W3)
   - Constructed interview pages for every group member
   - Constructed a general Contextual Design page
   - Created a Slack Channel with a few handy add ons for communication purposes
   - Retrieved a sketch and interviewed a non-CS student
   - Filled out most of my interview related questions (waiting on more interviews so I can do synthesis)

History

#1 - 10/30/2017 09:27 PM - Tristan Van Cise
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

#2 - 01/19/2018 12:08 PM - John Quan
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed